Abstract
Introduction

54
Phylogenetic trees, which are reconstructed from genetic data, describe the genealogical rela-55 tionships within a population. The analysis of these trees can provide important insights into 56 the underlying population dynamic processes. For instance, in a group of species descending 57 from a common ancestor, one can construct a tree based on homologous gene(s) sequenced from 58 these species, and thus infer speciation and extinction rates [11] . As another example, viral 59 genetic sequences extracted from patient samples can provide information on the rate at which (birth) with probabilities c 1 and c 2 = 1 − c 1 respectively, independently from other individuals.
Individuals of type 1 live a duration distributed as V 1 after which they are removed by becoming 123 non-infectious. Individuals of type 2 live a duration distributed as V 2 after which they are 124 simultaneously sampled and removed, meaning each death of an individual of type 2 coincides 125 with a sampling event.
126
These assumptions are consistent with the natural framework where, for an individual who was infected a time units ago (i.e., with 'age' a), recovery occurs with the instantaneous rate ρ 1 (a) and sampling occurs with the rate ρ 2 (a), independently. This is equivalent to saying that individuals with age a leave the epidemic at rate ρ(a) := ρ 1 (a) + ρ 2 (a) (i.e., an individual is removed at the first point of a time-dependent Poisson process with instantaneous rate ρ, where time is reset at birth), and that upon leaving the epidemic at age a, they leave it by recovery with probability ρ 1 (a)/ρ(a) and by sampling with probability ρ 2 (a)/ρ(a). This is exactly the same framework as described above, if one sets for i = 1, 2, Our analyses and results apply to the general model just described, but we will later use measure.
Here, the law of our two-type splitting tree is characterized by the knowledge of the two 144 lifespan measures π 1 := bc 1 P (V 1 ∈ ·) and π 2 := b(1 − c 1 )P (V 2 ∈ ·). Notice that regardless 145 of types/marks, the genealogical tree of the whole population is a splitting tree with lifespan 146 measure π := π 1 + π 2 .
147
We call the sampled tree the part of the marked splitting tree which is spanned by its 148 marks and the root, that is, the phylogenetic tree of samples (i.e., when all lineages without 149 sampled descendants are pruned). See Figure 1b for a graphical representation. Assuming 150 that the sampled tree can be reconstructed exactly from the patient samples, our goal is to 151 provide a method for computing the probability density (likelihood) of a sampled tree for given 152 parameters under our model. The method can also be used to compute the posterior likelihood 153 of the parameters given the data, in a Bayesian framework where parameters are given a prior 154 distribution. The likelihood allows us to infer parameters of the epidemiological process from 155 the sampled tree using maximum likelihood or Bayesian methodology.
156
From now on, we assume that the tree is embedded in the plane, employing the natural 157 orientation where each daughter edge sprouts to the right of its mother edge (see Figure 1 ).
158
Our next step is to describe a process which allows us to systematically explore plane splitting 159 trees, and elucidates how plane sampled trees under our model may be represented simply by 160 pairs of coalescence and sampling times. 161 
The Contour Process
162
In [7] , Lambert has considered the so-called jumping chronological contour process (JCCP), 163 or simply contour process, of the plane splitting tree truncated up to height (time) t. This 164 process can be seen as the path of a ball that follows an outline of the oriented tree, decreasing 165 at unit speed along its edges (which are vertical and embedded in the plane), and jumping 166 instantaneously to the tip of the daughter edge when reaching a node. Figure 2 shows the 167 contour process associated to the tree in Figure 1a .
168
The contour process can also be seen as an alternative representation of the transmission 
175
Observe that the number of visits of t by the contour process is exactly the number of 176 individuals in the population at time t. Details can be found in [7, 9] . We now seek to uncover 177 the law of this process under our model.
178
Now let X denote the stochastic process with derivative −1 almost everywhere, which 179 jumps at rate bc 1 , with jump sizes distributed as V 1 . In probabilistic terms, X is a compound
180
Poisson process with jump measure π 1 compensated at rate −1. In the absence of sampled as the process X reflected below t (meaning sent back to exactly t whenever it overshoots), and 183 killed upon hitting 0.
184
From now on, X will denote this stochastic process, which properly reflected and killed, is 185 the contour process of the population on unsampled individuals. The idea is that the subpaths 186 between sampled individuals, into which we will later break up the process, can be seen as 187 independent realizations of X. We denote the law of X by P , writing P x when conditioning 188 on X 0 = x. Nevertheless, unless otherwise specified, the denomination 'contour process' will be 189 reserved for the contour process of the whole population.
190
Now when we additionally consider sampled individuals, recall that regardless of their 191 types, individuals give birth to type 2 individuals at rate bc 2 . Since the contour process visits 192 the tree at unit speed, by the lack-of-memory property of the exponential distribution, it is 193 easy to see that the contour process of the two-type splitting tree can be obtained from X by In this section we show that pairs of consecutive sampling times and coalescence times in the 202 sampled phylogeny extracted from the contour process give rise to a so-called coalescent point 203 process. This observation will allow us to provide an expression for the probability of the sampled 204 tree.
205
Assume that we label sampled individuals (i.e., type 2 individuals) 1, 2, . . . in the order 206 of the contour, that is, from left to right. We denote by S i the sampling time of individual i, S i = t for all i), we will say that (R i , S i ) form a two-dimensional coalescent point process [1, 7, 8] . 
219
In the special case when the progenitor is sampled (before time t), S 1 is actually the lifetime of 220 the progenitor (which can be seen as the jump size of a marked jump at exploration time 0).
221
Now by the Markov property of the contour process, the pairs (R i , S i ) form a killed Markov p(x, ·) of a killed Markov chain X with values in some space E is a sub-probability kernel, in 226 the sense that p(x, E) ≤ 1. Then at each time step n, conditional on X n = x, the Markov chain 227 is killed (has lifetime n) with probability 1 − p(x, E), and with probability p(x, E), makes a 228 transition according to the probability kernel p(x, ·)/p(x, E).
229
We now characterize the transitions of this Markov chain in terms of the contour process.
230
To get rid of the reflection at t, we apportion the path of the contour process into all subpaths Recall that the first marked jump occurs after an exponential random variable that we denote by e, with rate parameter q := bc 2 , at which time the contour process has a jump distributed as V 2 . Now recall that X denotes the contour process in the absence of sampled individuals. Throughout the paper, V 2 is assumed independent of e and X. We denote by T A the first hitting time of the set A by X, and by T := T 0 ∧ T (t,+∞) the first exit time of (0, t] by X, where we use the notation a ∧ b = min(a, b).
We further denote by X and X, respectively, the infimum and supremum processes of X, that is,
We now express the events A, B, C, C ′ using the preceding notation. By the strong Markov property of X, it is sufficient to characterize each of these events in terms of one single path of X:
On C ∪ C ′ , it will sometimes be useful to call τ the first time at which the contour process is 245 reflected.
246
Recall that the pairs (R i , S i ) form a Markov chain, where the transition probability only depends on the second component, which also is the new starting point of the contour. For this reason, we will define the pair (R, S) by
At each step i, conditional on S i = x, the Markov chain can be killed with probability
p(x; dy dz).
Now we decompose the contour process into its excursions (subpaths) below t until the first 247 excursion, say ǫ, hitting 0 (killing, type A) or possessing a marked jump (sampling, type B). In 248 particular,
249
• S ∈ dz if the first excursionof type A ∪ B is actually of type B and its marked jump ends 250 in dz;
251
• R > y if the infimum of the contour process until ǫ is larger than y, where the infimum has 252 to be taken over the geometrically distributed number of excursions of the process (type
254
• ǫ can either be the very first excursion (starting from x) or any other excursion (starting 255 from t).
256
Therefore, we have
With the same line of reasoning,
Rewriting the summations, we arrive at the following statement.
257
Proposition 4.1. Let x ∈ (0, t], y ∈ [0, x) and z ∈ (y, t). Then
and
We will use the fact that X is a Lévy process in order to obtain explicit expressions for the 258 above probabilities, finally leading to an explicit expression for the probability of a sampled tree 259 in Theorem 6.3. In the following section, we first introduce the necessary background results on
260
Lévy processes.
261
5 Lévy processes and scale functions
262
The standard results presented in this section can be found in [2, 3, 9] . We state these results in terms of an arbitrary compound Poisson process Y with jump measure π on (0, +∞) with total mass b, compensated at rate −1. We stick to the notation defined earlier for X (law P x when started from x, first hitting time T A of A and extremum processes Y and Y ). It can be convenient to characterize the law of this process by its Laplace exponent ψ defined by
The function ψ is differentiable and convex and we denote by η its largest root. Then ψ is 263 increasing on [η, +∞) and we denote by φ its inverse on this set, so that φ is a bijection from
The probability of exit of an interval (from the bottom or from the top) by Y has a simple expression (see e.g.
[2]), in the form
where the so-called scale function W is the non-negative, nondecreasing, differentiable function such that W (0) = 1, characterized by its Laplace transform
Equation (2) gives the probability that Y exits (0, t] from the bottom of the interval. The 266 following formula gives the Laplace transform of T on this event.
267
For any q > 0,
where the so-called q-scale function W (q) is the non-negative, nondecreasing, differentiable function such that W (q) (0) = 1, characterized by its Laplace transform
Note that W (0) ≡ W . Last, the q-resolvent of the process killed upon exiting (0, t] is given by the following formula
Observe that by the Fubini-Tonelli Theorem
where e denotes an independent exponential random variable with parameter q. The previous 268 formula is key to computing the probabilities involved in Proposition 4.1 (see Appendix). We 269 will use the following useful lemma (proved in the Appendix) several times.
270
Lemma 5.1. For any z, q ≥ 0,
6 The likelihood of the sampled tree
271
We now apply the results from Section 5 to the process X (the contour process on nonsampled individuals), in order to give an explicit formula for the probabilites displayed in Proposition 4.1. Let ψ 1 be the Laplace exponent of X:
and W
1 the q-scale function associated with ψ 1 and defined in (5), required now for the specific q = bc 2 . Note that all formulae given in the previous section hold for a general q, but that from now on we will always assume q = bc 2 . We will use the following definitions
The last equality comes from an application of Fubini-Tonelli theorem and a change of variable.
272
Notice in particular that U
1 . Then we have the following results, for which proofs can 273 be found in the Appendix.
274
Lemma 6.1. Let x ∈ (0, t], y ∈ [0, x) and z ∈ (y, t). Then
Lemma 6.2. Let x ∈ (0, t] and y ∈ [0, x). Then
We can now state the main result of this article.
275
Theorem 6.3. The sequence
. is a killed Markov chain where the transition probability only depends on the second component (S i ), and for any
and z ∈ (y, t), the starting point has distribution
the transition probability p(x; dy dz) = P x (R ∈ dy, S ∈ dz) is characterized by
and the killing probability is
The probability p that at least one individual is sampled before time t (i.e., the sequence is not empty), is given by
When the chain is conditioned upon the number n of sampled individuals, it remains a Markov
, but the transition probability becomes p(x; dy dz)/(1 − k(x)), which 277 now integrates to 1.
278
The formula for the transition probability is a direct consequence, by elementary calcu- Appendix.
281
In the rest of this section, we assume that V 2 has a density, say g 2 , in the sense that
1 is differentiable with derivative
where the first term comes from differentiating the integral as a function of its upper bound and the second one comes from differentiating the function of z inside the integral. The first consequence is that S 1 has a density, say g, given by
The second consequence is that the transition probability has density, say f ,
where, by differentiating the expression given in Theorem 6.3 for P x (R > y, S ∈ dz)/dz with respect to y and recalling that U
Then we can directly write down the likelihood of a given oriented tree as follows. 
where k and p are given by (10) and (11) in Theorem 6.3, and g and f are given respectively by 283 (13) and (14).
284
Alternatively, we can condition on the number n of sampled individuals. Applying the remark in Theorem 6.3, we obtain the conditional likelihood L n (T )
Worked examples
285
For illustration, we now describe two specific cases of the general model, meant as simplistic 286 descriptions of influenza and HIV epidemics, respectively. We apply our mathematical results
287
to these cases, by specifically deriving the expressions required for the likelihood. 
Influenza
289
In the case of influenza, we assume that, after a random amount of time, an infective either 290 recovers without sampling, with a certain probability c 1 which does not depend on the time 291 elapsed, or with probability c 2 , recovers with sampling, which typically happens for the severe 292 cases in the hospital. Thus we assume that V 1 and V 2 are equal in distribution. The following 293 statement is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 5.1 and is needed for practical applications 294 of Theorem 6.3. In the case when V 1 = V 2 has a density, it is recommended to use Equations
295
(12), (13), (14) for such practical applications.
296
Proposition 7.1. In the influenza model, we have
so that 
304
Setting V µ := min(V, e ′ ), where V and e ′ are assumed independent, we have the probability of sampling:
which we can rewrite as:
Furthermore,
1 e −µr P (V ∈ dr) and P (V 2 ∈ dr) = c −1
2 µ e −µr P (V > r)dr.
Taking ψ(λ) := λ − b ∞ 0 (1 − e −λr )P (V ∈ dr) and manipulating Equation (15) yields
while,
Now since ψ 1 (λ) = ψ(λ+ µ)− ψ(µ) and q = bc 2 = µ − ψ(µ), notice that ψ 1 (λ)− q = ψ(λ+ µ)− µ.
305
The following statement is needed for practical applications of Theorem 6.3. The proof is 306 found in the appendix.
307
Proposition 7.2. In the HIV model, we have
and the initial distribution of S 1 is given by:
We make further computations in the Markovian case, that is, when the "natural" lifetime of individuals ends at constant rate d. Then π(dr) = bde −dr dr and
where
Then the polynomial Q has two distinct real roots
where α 1 and α 2 are both positive. Using
We demonstrate in the Appendix that applying reconstruction and assume for our method that the reconstructed tree is provided. We then 328 assume that the model introduced in this paper gave rise to the transmission tree, and want to 329 fit the model to the tree using the likelihood function. There are two ways to do the fitting. First,
330
the likelihood of the tree can be used for determining maximum likelihood parameter estimates 331 for a given sampled phylogenetic tree, by maximizing the probability of the sampled tree over the 332 parameters. Second, the likelihood together with prior distributions on the model parameters
333
can be used in a Bayesian framework to obtain the posterior distribution of parameters given a 334 sampled tree.
335
We stress that real data (i.e. sequences, sampling times and/or the associated phylogenetic challenge is thus to sum the likelihood over all valid (R, S) pairings.
340
The second useful application of our framework is concerned with the simulation of phy- specifying the Markov chain in order to obtain a tree on n tips. The shape and probability of reconstructed phylogenies. Under review, 2013.
379
[9] A. Lambert and P. Trapman. Splitting trees stopped when the first clock rings and Vervaat's By an integration by parts, the Laplace transform (as a function of λ > φ(q)) of the non-negative
where we used successively the facts that the Laplace transform of
the Laplace transform of a convolution product is the product of Laplace transforms, and that 400 W (q) (0) = 1. Now the right-hand side is also the Laplace transform of the non-negative function
A.2 Proof of Lemma 6.1
By (7), defining u q t the q-resolvent of the process X killed upon exiting (0, t], we get
so by Equations (6) and (8),
In conclusion,
Invariance by translation yields the result.
405
A.3 Proof of Lemma 6.2
Integrating over z the equality in the previous lemma and applying Equation (9) yields
Noting that τ ≡ e on C ′ , we deduce 407 P x (X τ > y, C ′ ) = P x (X e > y, X e ≤ t, X e + V 2 > t)
= P x (X e > y, X e ≤ t) − P x (X e > y, X e ≤ t, X e + V 2 ≤ t)
where the last equality follows by applying (18) with z = t. On the other hand,
, where the last equality is due to (4).
409
Since C and C ′ are mutually exclusive, we can sum the last two sets of equations to obtain
which was the announced result.
411
A.4 Proof of Theorem 6.3
412
Recall that the formula for the transition probability is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.1 413 and Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2.
414
The computation of the killing probability can be obtained by two methods. The first method uses the formula in Proposition 4.1. Taking y = 0 in Lemma 6.2, we get
Also P x (A ∪ B) + P x (C ∪ C ′ ) = 1 and by (7),
, which suffices to terminate the computation. The second method uses the fact that 1 − k(x) is the total mass of the measure p(x; ·). Taking y = 0 in the transition probability, one gets
The present alternative proof ends integrating the last density over [0, t] and using (9).
415
As a last step, we express the distribution of S 1 . To compute the law of S 1 , observe that either the progenitor of the genealogy is sampled before t, or otherwise, conditional on the lifetime x of this progenitor, S 1 is distributed according to P x (S ∈ ·). This can be written as follows, integrating over the different possible values of x, greater than t (in which case reflection occurs) or smaller than t:
From (19), we get, after some algebra,
Using the commutativity of the convolution product and Lemma 5.1, and recalling that q = bc 2 = b(1 − c 1 ), we get
Similarly,
Substituting the final expressions for A (q) and B (q) into the previous expression for P (S 1 ∈ dz)
finally yields:
which was to be proved.
419
Finally, the probability p that at least one individual is sampled before time t is given by qE(e −λV 2 )
Now since the first factor in the final product is the Laplace transform of the exponential 
430
Let us now compute the initial distribution of S 1 . To this end, we compute an expression
. Applying Equation (16) (the laws of V 1 and V 2 ),
432
we get
where the second equality is an integration by parts and the last one is due to Lemma 5.1 and Equation (8). Then we get
Using the general expression for the initial distribution of S 1 in Theorem 6.3, we get We can now proceed to calculate the factors involved in the likelihood (Corollary 6.4). Substituting the required functions and simplifying, we have g(z 1 ) = µe α 2 z 1 α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )(t−z 1 ) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )t k(z n ) = e α 1 zn α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )(t−zn) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )t p = µ(e (α 1 +α 2 )t − 1) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )t f (z i−1 ; y i , z i ) = bµe α 1 (z i−1 −y i ) e α 2 (z i −y i ) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )(t−z i−1 ) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )(t−z i ) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )(t−y i ) 2
For direct comparison to the likelihood derived previously for the Markovian case [14], we consider the likelihood given the time of observation (t) but not conditioned on sampling, which we denote L(T ). Substituting the above factors and simplifying, we have
f (z i−1 ; y i , z i ) = b n−1 µ n 1 e −(α 1 +α 2 )t α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )t 2 n i=1 e −(α 1 +α 2 )(t−z i ) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )(t−z i ) 2 n i=2 e −(α 1 +α 2 )(t−y i ) α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )(t−y i ) 2
On the other hand, the likelihood was previously derived [14] as the following, adjusted to match present notation:
with the definitions q(x) = 2(1 − γ 2 2 ) + e −γ 1 x (1 − γ 2 ) 2 + e γ 1 x (1 + γ 2 ) 2 ,
Note that γ 1 = α 1 + α 2 and γ 2 = α 1 −α 2 α 1 +α 2
. We can thus rewrite, q(x) = 4e −(α 1 +α 2 )x (α 1 + α 2 ) 2 α 2 + α 1 e (α 1 +α 2 )x 2
Cancelling the constant factors in q(·), it immediately follows that Equations (20) and (21) 438 precisely agree. The marked contour process, with jumps in solid line, which is associated to the marked tree of Figure 1 . Exploration time is denoted by u, and times u 1 to u 6 are all jump times of the contour process corresponding to lifetimes of individuals who are either alive at t or sampled before t. The process terminates at time u 7 .
